We introduce a class of supersymmetric cycles in spacetimes of the form AdS times a sphere or T 1,1 which can be considered as generalizations of the giant gravitons. Branes wrapped on these cycles preserve 
Introduction
Supergravity on AdS spaces has received a lot of attention in the last few years because of its conjectured relation to the Conformal Field Theory [1] . This relation implies the correspondence between the primary operators in the bulk and the supergravity fields propagating in the AdS space. The standard way to formulate this correspondence goes as follows [2, 3] . Suppose that the Yang-Mills coupling constant g 2 Y M is very small and the t'Hooft coupling constant g 2 Y M N is very large, then the dual string theory on AdS 5 × S 5 should be well described by the classical supergravity. Upon the reduction of the massless fields in the classical supergravity on S 5 we get the series of massive fields in AdS, which correspond to the primary operators in the conformal field theory. The spectrum of the Kaluza-Klein excitations in AdS supergravities was computed in [4, 5, 6, 7] , and this gives us the description of the spectrum of primary operators on the CFT side. But this description is good only for those operators which have relatively small conformal dimensions. Increasing the conformal dimension corresponds on the supergravity side to increasing the momentum of the Kaluza-Klein harmonic. When the momentum is high enough, it could happen that the linearized approximation to supergravity breaks down and we have to take into account interactions. Let us consider for example the four-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory which is dual to the Type IIB supergravity on AdS 5 × S 5 . The Kaluza-Klein harmonics are parametrized by their momentum M which is an integer (strictly speaking, a set of integers). The energy of this harmonic is m =
M R
, where R is the radius of AdS 5 × S 5 (we assume that our harmonic saturates the BPS bound). We can interpret this energy as the mass of the corresponding five-dimensional field in AdS 5 . The particle with such a mass has the Schwarzschild radius r S ≃ g 2 str
where we have taken into account g str N ≃ R 4 . We see that for M >> N 2/3 the Schwarzschild radius becomes larger then the Compton wavelength, which indicates the breakdown of the linearized supergravity approximation. Therefore the analysis of [4, 5, 6, 7] does not work for the high momentum states.
The supergravity description of the S 5 to S 5 × AdS 5 .) In our paper we discuss more general configurations preserving 1 4 or 1 8 supersymmetry. We present a class of such configurations parametrized by the holomorphic curves in C 3 . We formulate our results and explain the CFT meaning of our configurations in Section 2. In Sections 3,4 and 5 we prove that our configurations are supersymmetric. In Section 6 we derive the mass formula and verify the saturation of the BPS bound. In Section 7 we consider similar configurations in flat space. In Appendix we comment on the relation between our results and the results of the linearized approximation which was developed in [12] .
2 The construction 2.1 AdS 5 × S 5 and AdS 5 × T
1,1
Consider a five-dimensional manifold M embedded into a six-dimensional N. In our application, M is a part of the 1 + 9-dimensional space-time of Type IIB string theory, and N is an auxiliary manifold (the orthogonal direction to M in N does not belong to the space-time and does not have any physical meaning). For example, we can take M = S 5 of AdS 5 × S 5 , and N to be R 6 . Suppose that N has a complex structure. In this situation, M has a preferred field of directions. This field of directions is defined as follows. Let e ⊥ be the unit vector in T N orthogonal to T M. Then, e || = I.e ⊥ belongs to the tangent space of M. This gives us the field of directions in M.
Given a holomorphic surface C ⊂ N, we associate to it a giant graviton. We will do it in the following way. Let us denote Σ the intersection of C with M. We will consider Σ to be the surface of the D3 brane at time τ = 0. Let us move this brane by translation in the preferred direction e || with the speed of light. Since e || is usually not orthogonal to Σ, the surface elements of the brane actually move with the speed less than the speed of light. We claim that the resulting 1 + 3-dimensional worldvolume is supersymmetric.
Example. Let us consider S 5 ⊂ C 3 . We denote Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 the flat coordinates on C 3 , and
Suppose that C is given by the equation Z 1 = ρ. Then, Σ = S 3 , and the resulting worldvolume is the giant graviton found in [8] . The spatial trajectory of this giant graviton is S 1 × S 3 . More generally, we can consider C described by the equation of the form F (Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 ) = 0, and the worldsurface of the giant graviton at time zero will be
Suppose that we measure time as the length of the geodesic in AdS. Then, the worldsurface of the giant graviton at time t will be:
where R is the radius of S 5 . This is a supersymmetric trajectory. We can apply our construction for gravitons in AdS 5 × T 1,1 . In this case, we should embed T 1,1 into the conifold, as explained in [14] :
The manifold T 1,1 is a U(1) bundle over S 2 × S 2 , and the preffered direction e || is in fact the direction along the fiber. Translation along this preffered direction corresponds to the phase rotation of X I . The equation for the giant graviton is:
We have not tried to turn on the gauge field living on the D3 brane.
Supersymmetric cycles in AdS 7 × S 4 can be constructed in the following way. We embed S 4 ⊂ R 5 and represent R 5 = R × C 2 . Then we consider the cylindrical surfaces in R 5 of the form R × C where C ⊂ C 2 is a holomorphic curve. Intersection of these cylinders with S 4 gives us the worldvolumes of M2 branes at time zero. The motion of the M2 corresponds to multiplication of the coordinates of C 2 by e −it . These configurations for generic C preserve 1 4 of the supersymmetries. If C is a plane then we reproduce the giant graviton of [8] which preserves 1 2 of the supersymmetry. We can interpret the splitting R 5 = R × C 2 in the following way. The momentum of the BPS state is an element of so(5) and it can be represented as an antisymmetric matrix M IJ acting in R
5 . An antisymmetric matrix acting in an odd-dimensional space has at least one zero eigenvector. The preffered direction R is generated by a vector annihilated by M IJ .
The details for AdS 4 × S 7 and AdS 7 × S 4 are presented in Section 5.
Giant Gravitons and BPS States
We have seen that there is a continuum of supersymmetric giant gravitons with the given momentum, parametrized by the holomorphic curves (or just arbitrary curves, in the case of AdS 3 × S 3 ). One could think that this implies that there is a continuum of BPS states with a given momentum on the CFT side. Of course, this conclusion is wrong. To find the degeneracy of the BPS states one should study the giant gravitons quantum mechanically. Classical supersymmetric solutions of the D-brane equations of motion corresponding to the giant gravitons are in fact superpositions of the large number of supersymmetric quantum states having nearly the same energy and momentum. Let us think of the momentum M as specifying an irreducible representation of the R-symmetry group (essentially, a set of integers). What is the number of states with the given momentum M? On the CFT side, we at least naively expect it to depend on M and the number of colors N: N = N (M, N) -it is the number of primary operators transforming in a given representation of the R-symmetry group. On the supergravity side N is proportional T R p+1 where T is the tension of the probe brane (the brane which makes the giant graviton) and R is the radius of the AdS space. The quantity T R p+1 is in fact the only dimensionless parameter in the Born-Infeld action for the probe brane, if we forget about α ′ -corrections. Naively this implies that the number of states with the given momentum is a function of T R p+1 , which would agree with what we expect from CFT. But one should remember that the Born-Infeld action is not enough to define a worldvolume theory on a D-brane. There are divergences which should be regularized by adding α ′ corrections. In fact, considering the full quantum theory on the D brane requires taking into account the degrees of freedom living in the bulk. Either the degeneracy of the BPS states of the D brane does not receive α ′ corrections, or the number of primary operators in CFT depends on the coupling constant.
We will not try to quantize the worldvolume theory of the giant graviton in our paper. But we want to consider a simple and well-known example in flat space where we can actually compute the degeneracy.
Example. Classical BPS configurations of the D-string. Consider Type IIB at weak coupling g str → 0 compactified on a circle S 1 of the radius R 9 . Let us wrap D1 on S 1 . Let X 0 be the time, X 9 the coordinate on the circle, and X I (τ, σ), I = 1, . . . , 8 the coordinates in the noncompact directions. Consider the following classical solution of the D-string equations of motion:
This is the left moving wave. This solution preserves 1 4 of the supersymmetry of type IIB (we review this fact in Section 7). It saturates the BPS bound for a given momentum. Indeed, the energy of the solution is equal to:
where T is the tension of the D-string. We have taken into account that v
The momentum along the circle is:
We see that the BPS bound is saturated:
Quantum mechanically P 9 should be quantized and for each integer P 9 there is a finite number of states. Let us briefly review how this happens. Suppose that the coordinates are slowly varying on the worldsheet:
We will forget about fermions. Consider the Fourier decomposition of the worldsheet fields:
The action can be rewritten in terms of the Fourier modes:
The Hamiltonian is:
where
and P kI is the momentum conjugate to
Let us consider the states of the form:
(a
These states are annihilated byã kI with negative k. Quasiclassically this means that the state is purely left moving. These are the BPS states. The classical BPS configurations given by (7) are superpositions of the large numbers of these quantum BPS states.
Suppose that we start increasing the string coupling constant. When g str → ∞ we can describe our D-string as a fundamental string of the dual Type IIB. In this limit the left-moving waves correspond to the BPS states in the spectrum of the fundamental string which have been discovered by Dabholkar and Harvey [13] . These states are the form (α
where p 9 is related to the momentum P 9 = 1 R p 9 and w 9 is the winding number; in our case w 9 = 1. The degeneracy of these states is N (p 9 ) -the coefficient of q
(in fact there is more degeneracy because of the worldsheet fermions). The number of states with the given momentum P 9 is finite although rapidly growing with P 9 .
In this example, the degeneracy of states with the given momentum did not depend on T R 2 . This is because the theory on the worldvolume was free. If we have added interactions, for example consider the D string living in the curved space then the spectrum would depend on T r 2 where r determines the curvature. If in addition these interactions were nonrenormalizable then the spectrum would also depend on the cutoff (that is on α ′ ).
3 Supersymmetry for 
Spinors in AdS
Spinors in the spaces of the form AdS times a sphere were studied in many papers [15, 16, 17, 18] . In this subsection we will briefly review this subject.
First of all, let us remember what is the spin bundle. Consider a manifold X with a metric g µν (x). Let us choose a field of tetrads e 1 (x), . . . , e N (x), where N = dimX and g µν = e m µ e m ν , summation over m. A section of the spinor bundle S(T X) is defined with respect to the choice of the field of tetrads; it is a field ψ(x) ∈ S where S is a spinor representation of SO(N). When we change the field of tetrads ψ(x) should change to ρ s (g(x))ψ(x), where g(x) is the unique element of SO(N) such that the new tetrad is e ′ (x) = g(x)e(x) and ρ s (g(x)) is the spinor representation of g(x). There is a sign ambiguity in the choice of the spin representation, but it is not very important for us now. S(T X) comes equipped with the connection, which is defined as follows. The section of the spinor bundle is covariantly constant along the path x(τ ) if and only if ψ(x) is constant provided that we have chosen the field of tetrads in such a way that D Dτ e m (x(τ )) = 0. This connection is called "spin connection". It can be described in the following way. Let us choose N constant gamma-matrices Γ m , satisfying
where ω mn is a one-form determined from de m = ω mn ∧ e n . Suppose that we have an embedding of manifolds i : X ⊂ Y , dimX = k, dimY − dimX = l, l is even, both X and Y have a spin structure. The structure group of i
. In other words, we can define the field of tetrads in such a way that the first k vectors e m belong to T X and the last l of them belong to (T X)
⊥ . This gives us an isomorphism
However, one should remember that this isomorphism usually does not commute with the parallel transport.
It is important for us to consider a special case with
More generally, we assume that N i is the cone with the base M i . This means that the metric on N i can be written as follows:
We can write a general expression for some components of the spin connection:
where e i is tangent to M i . Suppose that Ψ ++ is a covariantly constant spinor in
Then, the restriction of the covariantly constant spinor to M 1 × M 2 satisfies the following equations: 
Here we have assumed that both the AdS and the sphere have Euclidean signature. The formula for the Minkowski AdS times the Euclidean sphere is the same except for one should skip i.
Some geometric background
First of all, let us summarize already introduced notations and introduce some more. We have embedded M ⊂ N, dim N − dim M = 1, N has a complex structure I, which is an operator in T N with I 2 = −1 satisfying certain integrability conditions. For our application, we can take M = S 5 and N = C 3 , or M = T 1,1 and N =conifold. We are considering a holomorphic surface C ⊂ N, dim C C = dim C N − 1. In this situation, it is natural to consider the following obects:
Unit vector in the orthogonal complement to T 0 Σ in T Σ e n Unit vector in T M orthogonal to e φ and T Σ Notice that the orthogonal complement to T Σ in T M has real dimension two. In this subsection we will prove that the component of e || orthogonal to T Σ is proportional to e φ :
We will also find that the component of e || parallel to T Σ is proportional to e ψ (in other words, it is orthogonal to T 0 Σ).
Consider I.e φ . This vector should be orthogonal to e φ , and also orthogonal to Σ (because (T C) ⊥ is closed under I). This means that the three vectors I.e φ , e ⊥ and e n are linearly dependent:
I.e φ = cos αe ⊥ + sin αe n (25)
Taking the scalar product of this equation with e || , we find that e || is orthogonal to e n . This proves our first statement: the component of e || orthogonal to T Σ is directed along e φ . Suppose that v ∈ T 0 Σ. Then, (e || · v) = −(e ⊥ · I.v) = 0 because I.v also belongs to T 0 Σ. Therefore, e || is orthogonal to T 0 Σ, which is our second statement. Now, we have e || a linear combination of e φ and e ψ :
Applying I to (25) we see that I.e n is also a linear combination of e φ and e ψ . The coefficients are partially fixed by (I.e n · e || ) = 0.
I.e n = ∓(sin βe φ + cos βe ψ )
Comparing this with (25) we find β = ±α.
We have proven the following statement: the normal component of e || is − cos αe φ , where cos α is the coefficient in the linear dependence (25).
Supersymmetry for 1 8 BPS giant gravitons
We will use an embedding
We enumerate gamma-matrices in such a way that Γ 5 corresponds to the direction orthogonal to AdS 5 in R 2+4 and Γ 11 corresponds to the direction in R 6 orthogonal to S 5 . We will concentrate on the graviton spread inside S 5 . We will think of S 5 as M and R 6 = C 3 as N. Given a vector v, we denote Γ(v) the corresponding gamma-matrix. Combining these notations with the notations from the previous paragraph we can write Γ 11 = Γ(e ⊥ ). Our sign conventions imply (Γ 0 ) 2 = (Γ 5 ) 2 = 1 and the other Γ I have (Γ I ) 2 = −1. The covariantly constant spinor in AdS 5 × S 5 has a form
where Ψ ++ is a constant spinor subject to the following constraints:
Let Γ τ corresponds to the direction of the timelike geodesic in AdS 5 . The condition for preserved supersymmetry is
Here Ψ = Ψ L +iΨ R is a combination of the Majorana-Weyl generators of supersymmetry in Type IIB.Σ = 1 6 Σ αβγ Γ α Γ β Γ γ is the gamma-matrix representation of the surface element of the D3 brane. Γ φ = Γ(e φ ) is the gamma-matrix corresponding to the vector e φ introduced in the previous section. Let us parametrize the velocity in terms of the angle ν: v = cos ν. We can rewrite the supersymmetry condition as follows:
Let us impose the following constraint on Ψ ++ :
Now we can see that the supersymmetry condition is satisfied for ν = −α:
which is a consequence of (25). The constraint (32) is obviously compatible with (29). We can construct a spinor satisfying this constraint in the following way. Let us consider Ψ ++ annihilated by all the gamma-matrices corresponding to the holomorphic directions in C 3 , and belonging to the +i-eigenspace of
It makes sense to impose the constraint Γ τ Γ 5 Ψ ++ = iΨ ++ because Γ τ Γ 5 is constant. Indeed, the timelike geodesics in AdS 5 are intersections with the 2 + 0-dimensional planes in R 2+4 passing through the origin. Therefore, Γ τ Γ 5 is the gamma-matrix representation of the tangent bivector to such a plane, which is constant: 
Timelike geodesic in AdS space
Notice that the conditions (34) are generally speaking stronger then (32). Only 1 8 of Ψ ++ satisfy them. For a class of C, we can find more spinors satisfying (32). Suppose that C is described by F = 0 where F = F (Z 1 , Z 2 ) depends only on the first two of the three Z. This means that e φ and I.e φ belong to C 2 ⊂ C 3 , the subset of C 3 parametrized by Z 1 and Z 2 . In this case, besides (34), we can also solve (32) as follows:
Therefore, in this case we will have 1 4 supersymmetries preserved. The giant graviton of [8] preserves 1 2 supersymmetry, and it is natural to think of it as given by F (Z 1 ) = 0, F depends only on Z 1 . 
Supersymmetry for
Then the five-form will have the following structure:
4 has a sphere worth of complex structures; let us choose the one in which c is represented by a holomorphic cycle. We will denote this complex structure I. Consider the embedding
We denote the coordinates in R 2+2 X 0 , . . . , X 3 , the coordinates in R 0+4 X 5 , . . . , X 7 , and the coordinates in T 4 X 8 , . . . , X 11 . The Killing spinors on AdS 3 ×S 3 are parametrized by a constant spinor Ψ +++ in R 2+10 which satisfies the following constraints:
where v is an arbitrary vector in T T 4 (if (38) and (39) is true for some v, then it is true for any v because of (37).) Such a Ψ +++ is an eigenvector of α IJ Γ 7+I Γ 7+J as well as of (α ∨ ) IJ Γ 7+I Γ 7+J . Given Ψ +++ satisfying (37-39), the Killing spinor is
Let us probe the near-horizon background with the brane of the same kind: the D3 wrapped on c. The supersymmetry condition is:
where Γ ψ is the gamma-matrix corresponding to e ψ -the unit vector tangent to the black string. Just as in the previous section, we have
-now this is just the statement that e φ is the projection of e || on the space orthogonal to the black string. Let us introduce a complex structure J in R 4 in such a way that
We impose the following conditions on Ψ +++ :
If the second of these two conditions is satisfied at some point of S 3 , then it is also satisfied at any other point. This follows from the first condition and from (43) (remember that in our notations Γ(e ⊥ ) is the same as Γ 7 ). One can see that (41) follows from (44). Therefore, the black string translated with the speed of light in the direction e || preserves 1 4 of the supersymmetry independently of its shape. of the supersymmetry. Gravitons of the form F (Z 1 , Z 2 ) = 0 preserve 1 4 and those given by F (Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 ) = 0 as well as F (Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 ) = 0 preserve 1 8 . The representation theory of Osp(8|4, R) admits also BPS multiplets preserving 3 8 of the supersymmetry [19] . But we do not expect to find the 3 8 BPS states in the spectrum of the superconformal theory on the boundary of AdS 4 × S 7 [20] . In AdS 7 × S 4 we should find BPS configurations [19] . We construct the corresponding giant gravitons in the following way. Embed S 4 ⊂ R 5 , and represent
2 is a holomorphic curve. Let us denote Z 1 and Z 2 the coordinates in C 2 . The one-parametric group of symmetries Z I → e iφ Z I preserves the S 4 . Let us denote e || the corresponding vector field on S 4 . The normalization of e || is such that ||e || || 2 = 1 on the equator of S 4 . Consider Σ = (C × R) ∩ S 4 -the intersection of the tube C × R with S 4 . Let us think of Σ as the worldvolume of the M2 brane at time zero, and let us move it with the speed of light along e || . The corresponding brane configuration is supersymmetric. Let us show that it is supersymmetric. We denote e φ the component of e || orthogonal to T Σ normalized to ||e φ || 2 = 1 and Γ φ the gamma-matrix representation of e φ . The perpendicular component of the velocity is of the magnitude | cos ν| = |(e || · e φ )|. The supersymmetry condition has a form very similar to (31):
Here Ψ + is a constant Majorana-Weyl spinor in R 2+10 satisfying the following constraint:
Let us denote I the operator in T R 5 = T (C 2 × R), which acts as zero on the vectors parallel to the R-direction, and as a complex structure on the vectors parallel to C 2 . For any vector v, I.v is parallel to C 2 . Notice that e φ is orthogonal to the R-direction in C 2 × R. (Let us explain why e φ is orthogonal to R. Since e || is orthogonal to R, it is enough to show that the projection of e || on Σ is orthogonal to R. Let us denote e χ the unit vector in T Σ ∩ R ⊥ . Let us show that the projection of e || on T Σ is in fact proportional to e χ . Indeed, T Σ is generated by e χ and the vector orthogonal to e χ . The vector orthogonal to e χ is a linear combination of I.e χ and the vector parallel to R. But e || is orthogonal to I.e χ because I.e || is orthogonal to e χ . Therefore, e || is orthogonal to the generator of T Σ perpendicular to e χ , and thus the projection of e || on T Σ is parallel to e χ .) In other words, both e φ and I.e φ are parallel to C 2 . Now let us impose the following conditions on Ψ + :
Using this condition in (45) we get
Notice that there is a relation of the form
with some α. Here e ⊥ denotes a vector orthogonal to S 4 in R 5 (in our notations it is the same as e 12 ) and e n denotes a vector in T S 4 orthogonal to both e φ and T Σ. Indeed, the projection of I.e φ to S 4 should be orthogonal to both T Σ and e φ . (Let us explain why it is orthogonal to T Σ. The tangent space to Σ is generated by e χ and I.e χ + w where w is some vector in the R-direction. We have to show that I.e φ is orthogonal to e χ and I.e χ . First of all, (I.e φ · e χ ) = c(I.e || · e χ ) = 0 since I.e || is a sum of e ⊥ and a vector in R-direction. Also, (I.e φ · I.e χ ) = (e φ · e χ ) = 0. Therefore I.e φ is orthogonal to T Σ.) Therefore there is a relation of the form (49). This relation implies that (48) is satisfied provided that ν = α + π. (Remember that in our notations Γ 12 is the same as Γ(e ⊥ ).) We need more work to verify that ν = α + π.
Let us denote h the coordinate on R, so that the equator of S 4 is at h = 0 and the poles of S 4 are at h = ±1. For |h| < 1 we introduce θ, h = cos θ. Let us denote
We have ||E || || 2 = 1. For any h 0 ∈ R we can consider the plane H h consisting of the points with h = h 0 . We denote S 3 h = H h ∩ S 4 and E ⊥ the unit vector normal to S 3 h in H h . Now E || can be decomposed as follows:
(This is just a statement that the projection of e || on T Σ is proportional to e χ and the orthogonal projection is proportional to e φ .) This implies that
Let us consider the intersection γ = Σ ∩ S 
where β is the same β as in (50). Let us compare this relation with (49). Taking a scalar product of (49) and (52) with e ⊥ we get:
Now (51) and (53) imply that ν = ±α + π up to sign. This is what we needed (the sign can be adjusted by changing the orientation of M2).
Energy and Angular Momentum
In this section we consider giant gravitons in AdS 5 × S 5 .
Energy of the Giant Graviton
The energy is given by the following formula:
Notice that (e ⊥ · I.e ψ ) is the cosine of the angle between C and the normal vector to S 5 . This enables us to express the integral as follows:
This is the mass formula.
BPS bound
Here we will express the energy of the giant graviton in terms of its momentum. Let us remember the definition of the momentum. Consider a classical mechanical system with the action being invariant under the global symmetry. This means that when we vary the trajectory δφ i (t) = ǫξ i (φ(t)) with ξ i being the generator of the symmetry, the action does not change:
Suppose now that ǫ depends on t. Then, the variation of the action is:
where M(φ) is the momentum. On the classical trajectories, the variation of the action is zero anyway; this implies thatṀ (φ(t)) = 0 -the momentum conservation.
In our situation the action is invariant under SO(6). Consider a subgroup U(1) I ⊂ SO(6) generated by the overall phase rotations Z I → e it Z I , I = 1, 2, 3. Let M denote the corresponding momentum. The corresponding infinitesimal symmetry is δZ I = iǫZ I . Let us compute M. The Born-Infeld action consists of two terms, √ det∂X · ∂X and the Wess-Zumino term S W Z . We will denote these contributions M 0 and M ′ , respectively. Let us start with calculating M 0 :
This looks like energy, except for the second term, − Σ d 3 σ(e || · e ψ ). We want to show that this term cancels by the contribution from the Wess-Zumino term. Indeed, the contribution of the Wess-Zumino term to the angular momentum can be written as follows:
where ∂ −1 Σ is a surface with the boundary Σ, and F is the five-form, which is proportional to the volume form 2 on S 5 . One can write F = 4ι(e ⊥ ). 1 6 ω ∧ ω ∧ ω where ω is a Kahler form on C 3 . Also, notice that for the restriction on the tangent space to S 5 , we have:
2 The coefficient of proportionality for AdS 5 × S 5 is 4. One can remember it in the following way. Consider the spherical D3 brane in AdS 5 approaching the boundary at r = ∞. The leading contributions to the action from the Born-Infeld term and the action should cancel when r → ∞ [21] . Suppose that we change r a little bit. The Born-Infeld part of the action will change as dtδ(r 4 vol(S 3 )) (we are
The change in the Wess-Zumino coupling will be C dtδrr 3 vol(S 3 ) where C is the coefficient of proportionality between F 5 and the volume form. Therefore C = 4.
(this is because ι(e || ).ω| T S 5 = 0.) Let us call C + the part of C which is inside S 5 and C − the part of C which is outside S 5 . Using d(ω ∧ ω) = 0 we can rewrite (59) as follows:
Now let us use the fact that
This allows us to write
One can see that ω| Σ is the area for on T 0 Σ and
where dψ is the length form on the orthogonal complement to T 0 Σ in T Σ. Therefore,
which is what we wanted to prove. We see that the energy of the giant graviton is equal to the value of the angular momentum on the generator of U(1) I ⊂ SO(6). This is the BPS bound.
Some examples
We have not computed the angular momentum of the giant graviton in the closed form. However, for some giant gravitons we can predict the direction of the angular momentum. Let us consider the giant graviton corresponding to the following surface C:
The worldvolume of this giant graviton is invariant under U(1) 3 ⊂ SO(6). The first U(1), which we will call U(1) I , is just Z I → e it Z I . The second and the third U(1), which we will call U(1) w I a I = 0. These three U(1)
generate the maximal torus of SO (6) . Since the worldvolume is invariant under U(1) 3 , the angular momentum should commute with U(1)
3 . Therefore it belongs to the Cartan subalgebra. One can also see that the angular momentum is orthogonal to the generators a 2 ,a 3 ) . In our situation, generators of U (1) 2 (a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ) act as reparametrizations on the worldvolume. Since the Born-Infeld action for the D3 brane is reparametrization invariant, it follows that δ ǫ S is zero independently of whether or not ǫ depends on t. Therefore, the component of the angular momentum corresponding to U(1) a 2 ,a 3 ) is zero. In fact, there is a subtlety here. The Born-Infeld action includes the Wess-Zumino term, and we have to exercise care in defining it 3 . Given the worldsurface Σ(t), let us consider the four-dimensional surface Λ(t), such that its boundary is Σ:
The Wess-Zumino term in the action is the integral of the five-form field strength over the surface swept by Λ(t). The contribution of the Wess-Zumino term to the angular momentum is zero provided that the symmetry acts as a reparametrization not only on Σ, but also on Λ. In our case, we can choose Λ to be a family of surfaces starting with Σ, parametrized by k, 1 ≤ k < ∞. This family is described by the equation:
One can see that U(1) 
Here we have used the basis (ReZ 1 , ImZ 1 , ReZ 2 , ImZ 2 , ReZ 3 , ImZ 3 ) in R 6 . The coefficient µ is a function of ρ.
Supersymmetric branes in flat space
It is interesting that the analogue of our construction works in flat space. The proof is actually simpler in flat space. In flat space we can get only noncompact BPS configurations (extending to the spatial infinity). We consider Type IIB in a flat ten-dimensional Minkowski space.
D1 brane
Here we want to consider a well known example of a supersymmetric moving brane in Type IIB which is in some sense analogous to those configurations which we have constructed in AdS times sphere. The D1 brane of arbitrary shape moving with the speed of light in arbitrary direction e || preserves 1 4 of the supersymmetry 4 . The preserved generators satisfy Γ 0 Γ(e || )ψ = ψ, ψ = iψ *
Let us prove it. Suppose that e || = − cos αe φ + sin αe ψ
where e φ is orthogonal to the worldline of the D1 brane and e ψ belongs to the worldline. The supersymmetry preserved in the presence of a D string is Γ 0 Γ 1 ψ = iψ * . Using ψ = iψ * we can rewrite this condition as follows:
One can see that (67) and (68) implies (69).
D3 brane
Some examples of supersymmetric D3 branes in flat space can be obtained from the supersymmetric D1 branes of the previous subsection. Their worldvolume is a product of a real one-dimensional curve γ a complex curve β which is orthogonal to γ. To preserve supersymmetry this brane should move with the speed of light in the direction orthogonal to β. There are more general examples. Consider the five-dimensional plane M ⊂ R 1+9 . We will embed M ⊂ C 3 . Again, we have e || -the preferred direction in T M, e || = Ie ⊥ . Let C be the complex surface in C 3 , Σ = C ∩ M, and move Σ with the speed of light in the direction e || . We denote cos αe φ the projection of e || to the direction orthogonal to T Σ, and it turns out that e φ is the unit vector in the intersection of (T C) ⊥ with T M, and the tangential component is proportional to e ψ , just as in (26). The supersymmetry condition: i(Γ 0 + cos αΓ(e φ ))Σ + sin α ψ = 0
Let us impose the following conditions on ψ:
1) Γ 0 Γ(e || )ψ = ψ, 2) γ(v)γ(Iv)ψ = i||v|| 2 ψ, for any v ∈ T 0 M (71) 4 Suppose that at infinity the brane approaches a straight line parallel to e || ; in this case our configuration would be called "left-moving wave"; it preserves (we denote T 0 M the subspace of T M orthogonal to e || ). Notice that from the second condition followsΣψ = iΓ(e ψ )ψ. Now we can rewrite the supersymmetry condition as follows: 0 = −(Γ 0 + cos αΓ φ )Γ(e ψ ) + sin α ψ = = Γ(e ψ )(Γ 0 + cos αΓ(e φ )) + sin α ψ = = Γ(e ψ )(Γ(e || ) + cos αΓ(e φ )) + sin α ψ
which is the consequence of the first of Eqs. (26).
